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English translation:
OKRA PLAYGROUND, a sextet from Helsinki, was not known to me before. I usually have nothing to do with
folk either. But the band name was at least a hook to get my attention. As a chef, I noticed the vegetables
that end up in the pots in oriental, especially Indian cuisine. But it doesn't sound like the Orient so much
here. 'Itku' has a hearty taste. However, unexpectedly different.
Anyone who, unlike me, is more concerned with contemporary folklore might have already met some of the
musicians. Maybe solo, even with us as you can see here, maybe with bands like RÖNSY or HOHKA. OKRA
PLAYGROUND has already gained a certain reputation live. They have already rocked various festivals
between Finland, Belgium and Malaysia. They were also a guest at the Nuremberg Bards' Meeting. 'Itku' is
her third album after 'Turmio' (2015) and 'Ääneni Yli Vesien' (2018).
Although the Finnish word 'Itku' means 'to cry', the opening title track is anything but teary. A violin riff,
including a technoid beat, drives the piece forward. I think the voices create a heated atmosphere. The spark
jumps over, a fire is lit. The dance begins. Sparks fly through the night. Fireflies float around. Faces, smiling
eyes, every sadness is danced away. That's a bit how I imagine the blue nights in the Finnish summer on the
edge of the wilderness
OKRA PLAYGROUND uses old instruments like the kantele, a kind of zither, or the string harp Jouhikko.
They combine this with modernity, with instruments and sounds of today. Rarely have I heard such a
harmonious and exciting mixture of old and new. Neither do most of our medieval rock bands, like
FEUERSCHWANZ, they are getting closer and closer to kitsch. Even all these pagan metalheads don't really
manage to combine the past and present in a convincing way.
So you get the best danceable numbers like 'Ukkonen', you're asked to sing in 'Laula!'. The only difficulty is
the Finnish lyrics. They sound unusual, exotic, but singing along is more likely to break tongues. One prefers
to dream in the melancholy, voluptuous 'Kylmä Lintu Kyyneleeni', which seems as if it wanted to comfort a
deep loss. 'Veri' sounds pathetic, full of drama, full of "blood" and struggle. Sonically, it would fit into a movie,
far north, the Finnish forests as the setting of an apocalyptic battle between good and evil.
The gentle sounds in 'Kymmenniekka Kylässä' are reminiscent of some of MIKE OLDFIELD's epics, just to
have a comparison at all. The Hungarians MAYBERIAN SANSKULOTTS were able to create similar dreamy

moods on their 'God Tiger Need Chemical Work', albeit with slightly different means. So let's enjoy the
moment as 'Hetkeen' dictates. Enjoy like children turning a little music box, eyes sparkling with delight.
'Juoksen Karkuun Aurinkoa' in English "I'm running away from the sun", the band again connects the poles
of happiness and melancholy. Maybe you can do that particularly well in Finland (caution, cliché!!!) when the
sun doesn't set in summer but doesn't rise above the horizon in winter. The okra in the band name has
nothing to do with the vegetable, it stands for the color ocher and thus perhaps for the bond with the
homeland.
The circle closes with the hypnotically danceable 'Hypnoosi'. Just as danceable as at the beginning, this is
how a disc ends that I have rarely heard before. This album is incredibly beautiful. It takes you on a journey
into a world that is rather foreign to us in Central Europe, that we only know from the stories and myths of
the north. A world in which the "Kalevala" was created, in which the painter Akseli Gallen-Kallela created his
works, in which trolls and dwarves are up to mischief. Vast forests, a thousand lakes, long, hard winters but
also blooming summer meadows. For us it's almost exotic distance, for OKRA PLAYGROUND it's home. So
'Itku' is homeland music in the best sense of the word.
Impressive.
(9 points)

